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9 Claims. 
This invention relates to the conditioning of 

air, more particularly to the control of the ionic 
content whereof, and is, in part, a continuation 
and improvement of my invention as described in 
copending application -Serial No. 587,960, filed 
January 21, 1932. » 
The invention is directed primarily to the pro 

duction of ions of desired electrical character 
agld mass and in prescribed quantities numeri 
c ly. ^ 

As was- pointed out in my said previous'disclo‘ 
sure, present general air conditioning practice 
attempts to condition a given atmosphere by con 
trolling such factors as temperature, humidity, 
and air motion. The control of these factors, 
while promoting a much improved condition of 
comfort,'still leaves one important factor unac 
counted for, namely, ionic content. While the 
air may be at exactly the correct temperature, 
have exactly the correct dewpoint, and may be 

, perfectly distributed, it still may not have the 
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“freshness” that is so apparent, for example, 
~at the seashore or inthe mountains. Such vap 
parent lack of “freshness” inthe air may be 
traced directly to the reduced number or absence 
of ions in the air. , . 

Air, as any other gas', may be ionized. Ions 
may be classiñed as to sign, either positive or 
negative, and also, as to size, either small, large 
or intermediate. Physically, and from a physio 
logical standpoint, the small ions appear to be 
the most important. Large ions are as a rule 
associated QWith aerial pollution; the greater the 
pollution, the greater theconcentration of large 
ions. 
Although the production of small ions'is con 

tinually carried on in nature by solar radiation, 
cosmic rays, radioactive disintegration and asa 
result of other phenomena, many adverse forces 

For example, ions tend to destroy these ions. 
of opposite sign tend to agglomerate and in the 
process neutralize themselves. Similarly, in dusty 
air, small ions agglomerate, with dust particles 
or condensation nuclei forming large ions. Also, 
they may be destroyed by grounding and in a 
number of other Ways encountered naturally in 
the atmosphere. 
matic conditions, ions vary widely not only as‘ 
to number, but in respect of sign and Size. 
 Experiment has demonstrated that the ionic 
content of enclosed atmospheres, as in theatres, 
auditoria, or other inhabited areas, varies not 
only with ch-anges in climatic conditions, but that _ 
human or animal occupancy tends to destroy 
ions at a high rate. Thus, the artificial produc 

Further, under different cli-l 

(Cl. 204-32) 
tion of ions to make up deficiencies in ionic con-_ 
tent and the control of such production to as 
sure ions of desired ’character and number be 
comes of major consequence. 
The general ̀ object of the invention is vto pro'- ` 

vide an improved method and means for pro 
ducing ions of desired character, as to sign and 
size, substantially in unlimited quantities for 
practical purposes in controlling the ionic con 
tent of enclosures. 
' A further object of the invention is to pro 
duce ions of suitable character, in desired _quan' 

»tities, without the production of ozone. 
Another object is to provide ions of desired 

character and number without setting up elec 
trical disturbances Aapt'to interfere with radio 
reception.>  

A feature of the invention resides in the use of 
a step-up- transformer in combination with a 
rectifying device to give a source of high po 
tential uni-directional current. 
When utilizing direct or uni-directional cur 

rent to produce ions, I have found that sub-v 
stantial ionization begins when the potential on 
the ionizing head is about 8,500 volts. Above 
10,000 volts, the production of ions is apparent 
ly directly proportional.v to the potential. An 
other feature of the invention'utilizes this dis 
covery and resides in a simple 'provision of trans 
forming means suitably arranged for varying the , 
voltage quantitatively and hence, the ionic out 
put. Other means in combination therewith are 
arranged to control the sign, as Well as the pro 
portions of positive to negative ions. I 
Another feature Àof the invention resides in 

utilizing a condenser in the electrical circuit in 
such manner that the peaksl and variations in 
the ionizing potential are smoothedV out.' 
result, the production of ions is considerably in 
creased, and the consumption of electrical energy 
is correspondingly reduced. 
A further feature of the invention resides in 

substantially eliminating corona, or any other 
form of brush or arc discharge, as well as elim 
inating the employment of spark gaps, in the pro 
duction of ions. 
Another feature resides in the provision of a 

grounded cylindrical 'grid` or a plane metal shield 
in combination with a circuit having two ionizing 
heads, adapted to produce both positive and neg» 
ative ions. By varying the diameter of the grid 
surrounding one of the ionizing heads or by ad 
justing the plane metal shield with respect to the 
ionizing heads, a preponderance, ’in any propor 
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a 
lons, either of positive or negative ions, may be 
»roduced. > 

Other objects and features covering construc 
ional and engineering advantages making for 
implicity, eñiciency and preclusion of ozone will 
»e more apparent from the following description 
ynd drawings, in which: 
Fig. l is a. diagrammatic view,'partly in section, 

f an air conditioning system to which the in 
'ention may be applied; 
Fig. 2 represents an electrical circuit arrange 
nent adapted to carry out~ the invention; 
Fig. 3 represents a modiñcation of the electri 

al circuit of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 4 is a simplified electrical circuit adapted 

o carry out certain objects of the invention; 
Fig. 5 and 5a. are modifications of the circuit 
yrrangement of Fig. 4 and they are particularly 
ydapted to the production of negative ions exclu 
lvely; 
Figs. 6 and 6a represent simplified electrical 

ircuit arrangements adapted to produce positive 
Jns exclusively; and v 

Figs. '7v and 7a represent electrical circuits by 
."_ieans of which both positive and negative ions, 
a desired ratio, may be produced. 
Considering the drawings, similar designations 

eferring to similar parts, and first referring to 
lig. 2, numeral 5 designates a step-up trans 
ormer having a primary winding 6 and a sec 
ndary winding 1. Alternating current, from 
.ny available source, is suitably connected to the 
»rimary winding 6 through leads 8 and 9. A va 
iable resistance I0, in the lead 9, is adapted to 
'ary the voltage impressed on the primary wind 
ng 6, and a fuse II, inthe lead 8 affords protec 
ion to the transformer, and other parts of the 
.pparatus, against accidental overload. Although 
i. resistance is shown in the primary circuit, it is 
o be understood that any other expedient such 
is an inductive reactance or a tapped secondary 
night be employed. 
A rectifying device is provided in the circuit 

o change the character of the current supplied 
»y the secondary Winding 1 from'alternating to 
ini-directional. Although the rectifier may be 
»ne of many types and may operate on one of 
nany principles, applicant illustrates a simple, 
eilicient and inexpensive device comprising an 
rvacuatedtube I2 in which are suitably mounted a 
ilament I3 and a plate element I4. While one 
arge tube is shown, several smaller tubes may be 
lsed in series to secure the desired voltage. For 
he purpose of heating the filament, a small step 
lown transformer I5 has its primary winding I6 
`uitably connected, as by leads I8 and I9, across 
eadsß and 9 and in series with the resistance I0 
‘.nd fuse II. The secondary winding I1 is con 
iected to the filament I3. Lead 20, from second 
lry winding 1 of transformer 5, is connected to 
he ñlament I3, and under certain conditions 
vhich will be made apparent hereinafter, the 
»ther lead 2I is grounded as at 24. The plate 
4 is connected by a well insulated lead 22 to an 
onizing head 23, and a condenser 25, of suitable. 
:apacity and proper dielectric strength, is located 
»etween the plate circuit and lead 2 I. While the 
:ondenser is not absolutely essential, the marked 
ncrease in eñiciency of the apparatus when it is 
lsed makes it desirable, particularly in units of 
'ery high ionizing capacity. 
The head 23, which in practice may be mounted 

vithin duct 26 (Fig. 1) `preferably comprises a 
»rass ball, or the like, about three quarters t0 011.6 

2,043,217 
and a half inches in diameter. Sharp projec 
tions, such as, for example, phonograph needles, 
are tapped into the ball. When a high electrical 
potential is impressed on the head 23, these nee 
dles produce a very powerful electrical field all 
around the head, hence, ionizing any gas coming 
into the sphere of inñuence of said ñeld. 
Under conditions which make it desirable to 

produce negative ions exclusively, the circuit ar 
rangement may be precisely as shown in Fig. 2. 
If, on the other hand, all positive ions are desir 
able, the ionizing head 23 will be connected to 
lead 2I and the plate of the rectifying tube will 
be' grounded. In other words, the ground and 
ionizing head will be in reverse position to that 
shown in Fig. 2. Primarily then, the apparatus 
of Fig. 2 is adapted to produce ions of either posi 
tive or negative character. 
In Fig. 3, the ground 24 of Fig. 2 has been re 

placed by a second ionizing head 21, similar in 
all respects to head 23. A shield 28, comprising 
a metal strip or plate, is adjustably positioned be 
tween the heads 23 and 21 and is grounded as at 
29. Except for these changes, the apparatus and 
circuit of Fig. 3 may be identical with that of 
Fig. 2. In operation, the device of Fig. 3 is capa 
ble of producing both positive and negative ions. 
By moving the shield 28 with respect to heads 23 
and 21, a preponderance of ions having a desired 
characteristic may be established. For ex 
ample, if the shield is moved closer to 23 than to 
21, a preponderance of positive ions will result, 
while if the shield is moved into proximity with 
h'ead 21, a preponderance of negative ions will be 
established. In this manner, any desired ratio 
of positive to negative ions may be obtained. 
While the shield is illustrated as a plate 28, in 
practice it is desirable to use grounded cylindri 
cal grids surrounding the ionizing heads. The 
grids are preferably constructed in such a man 
ner that their diameter may be varied, i. e., in 
creased or decreased. By varying the diameter," 
the distance between the head and the grid may' 
be varied to give the eñect achieved by moving 
the shield 28 of Fig. 3 closer to one of the ioniz 
ing heads. By varying the resistance I0, the po 
tential impressed on the ionizing heads may be 
varied, and as has been found, the number of ions 
produced by an apparatus such as is illustrated 
in Figs. 2 and 3 is directly proportional to the 
potential (above 10,000 v.); hence, the number 
of ions produced may be controlled. 

' For most practical purposes, particularly those 
wherein the desired concentration is less than 
20,000 ions per cubic centimeter of room air, the 
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rectifying tube I2, its filament transformer I5, ' 
and condenser 25 may be dispensed with. The 
resulting circuit, with various modifications, is 
shown in Figs. 4, 5, 5a, 6, 6a, 7, and 7a. 

Figs, 4, 5 and 5a show various circuits adapted 
to the _production of negative ions exclusively, 
and comprise generally a light duty transformer 
.5, a rheostat I0 in series with primary winding 
Iì, and two ionizing heads 23 and 21 arranged in 
the secondary circuit. As can be seen from the - 
drawings, the main difference between these cir 
cuits lies in the particular arrangement of the 
ionizing heads in the secondary circuit, and in 
the methodfof grounding, i. e., in Fig. 4, the heads -1 C 
23 and 21 are connected to opposite terminals , 
of secondary Winding 1, and no ground con 
nection is provided; in Fig. 5, the ionizing heads 
are arranged as in Fig. 4, but the midpoint of 
secondary winding 1 is grounded to the trans 
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former casing as indicated at 44; and in Fig. 
5a, the ionizing heads are connected in parallel 
with one terminal of secondary winding’ 1, the 
other terminal being grounded as at 45. 

Figs. 6 and 6a. are circuits, particularly 
adapted to the production of positive ions exclu 
sively._ In these figures, the heads 23 and 21 are 
connected to the opposite terminals of secondary 
winding 1 of transformer 5. In Fig. V6, the mid 
point of the secondary is grounded to the trans 
former casing, as indicated at 44. In both oir 
cuit's, a cylindrical grid 41 surrounds one of the 
ionizing heads, but is separated therefrom by an 
air space sufficiently wide to prevent disruptive 
or corona discharge therebetween. The grid is 
grounded as at 45. While a grid has been found 
most efficient, comparable results can be secured 
by placing a grounded metal shield (of the type 
illustrated in Fig. r3) near one ionizingl head. 

Figs. ’1 and 7a show circuits adapted to produce 
«both positive and negative ions in desired pro 
portions. In Fig. 7, the midpoint of secondary 
winding is grounded to the transformer casing 
as indicated at 44, and the ionizing heads 23 
and 21 are connected to opposite terminals there 
of. Each head is provided with a cylindrical 
grid 41, preferably constructed so that the diam 
eter of the grid may be varied. The grids are 
grounded as at 45. The diameter of the grids 
are adjusted at a desired minimum to provide 
an air space which will prevent corona or dis 
ruptive discharge at the particular voltage used. 
If one grid is then increased from this minimum 
diameter, a preponderance of positive ions will be 
produced, while increasing the diameter of both 
grids results in the production of a preponder 
ance of negative ions. 
In applying the invention to an air condition 

ing system, as illustrated, for example, in Fig. 
1, the ionizing head 23, or heads 23 and 21, may 
be mounted in the duct 2B and suitably insulated 
therefrom as by insulator 43. 
The air conditioning system (Fig. l) comprises 

a conditioner 3U, equipped with sprays 3l, fed 
with Water, or other liquid, at desired tempera 
tures from a refrigerating machine 32 by a pump 
33. A mixing valve _34, operative responsive to 
thermostat 35 in the conditioner, is adapted to ' 
control the temperature of the sprays, hence, the 
dewpoint in the conditioner. ' 

Outside air', through the inlet controlled by 
dampers 36, and air returned from the enclosure 
31 through duct 38 and damper 39, is passed 
through the conditioner 30 in desired proportions. 
Subsequent to conditioning this mixture may be 
augmented and attemperated by a volume vof 
returnair through dampers 39 and delivered by 
fan 40 through supply duct 26 to the enclosure 
31. The proportions of fresh and return air are 
varied and controlled by the operation of thermo 
stat 35, while the amount of bypassed air uti 
lized is controlled by a thermostat 4l located in 
the return duct 38. A rehcater 42, of any suit 
able type, serves to heat the air, under winter 
conditions, prior to its delivery to the enclosure, 
the amount of heating done being regulated by 

~ thermostat 4l. The ionic content, as to number 
and character of ions will be controlled by regu 
lating the production at the head or heads in 
duct 26, as may be required, and in accordance 
with any of the circuit arrangements described. 
While applicant has illustrated his invention, 

in connection Iwith Fig. 2, for example, as using 
rectiiied alternating current, he does not limit 

3 
himself to this precise means, but may use in 
stead a motor generator or source of high po 
tential uni-directional current. ‘ 

Since certain changes in carrying out the above 
process and in the constructions set forth which 
embody the‘inventionjmay be made without de 
parting from its scope, it is intended that all 
matter contained in the above description or 
shown in the accompanying drawings shall be 
interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting 
sense.  

I claim as my invention: 
1. The method of producing positive and nega 

tive ions in respiratory air which comprises 
utilizing a source of high potential uni-direction 
al current, feeding said current to a plurality of 
shielded leak devices to produce a high intensity 
electrical ñeld, passing respiratory air through 
said ñeld whereby it will be ionized, and varying 
the position of thev shielding with respect _to said 
leak devices to vary the relative proportions of 
positive and negative ions produced in said air. 

2. The method of ionizing a ñuid, consisting 
in utilizing a high potential, uni-directional cur 
rent to produce a pair of electrical ñelds, shield' 
ing one of said ñelds from the other, varying 
the position of said shielding ywith respect to 
said fields to vary the proportiens of positive 
and negative ions produced in- âtñuid subjected 
to said fields, and varying the ionizing capacity 
of sair’ fields by varying the potential of said 
current. , ‘ , 

3. A combination of apparatus for producing 
positive and negative ions, comprising a pair of 
pointed electrodes, means for establishing a po 
tential difference between said electrodes, a 
grounded shielding means positioned therebe 
tween, said means being movable With respect to 
said electrodes, whereby the proportions of posi 
tive and negative ions produced by said electrodes 
will be varied. . 

4. A method of producing positive and nega 
tive ions in respiratory air'which comprises uti 
lizing a source' of high potential current, estab 
lishing an electrical potential between a plu 
rality of pointed electrodes to produce a high 
intensity electrical ñeld about said electrodes, 
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passing respiratory air through said ñeld where- ' 
by it will be ionized, and shielding one of said 
electrodes with a grounded shield, other of said 
electrodes remaining unshielded whereby posi 
tive and negative ions in desired ratio are pro 
duced, substantially free of ozone. 

5. A method of producing ions substantially 
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free from ozone, in respiratory air, which com- = 
prises utilizing a source of high potential current, 
feeding said current to a pointed electrode con 
nected to one terminal of said source, to produce 
a high intensity electrical field about said elec 
trode, passing respiratory air through said field 
whereby it will be ionized and connecting the 
other terminal of said source to another pointed 
electrode, the intensity of the electrical field be 
tween said electrodes being below that required 
to cause substantial discharge between them. 

6. A method of producing ions, substantially 
free from ozone, in respiratory air, which com 
prises utilizing a source of high potential current, 
feeding said current to a pointed electrode con 
nected to one terminal of said solQce to produce 
a high intensity electrical ñeld about said elec 
trode, passing respiratory air through said ñeld 
whereby it will be ionized, connecting the ‘other 
terminal of said source to 'another pointed elec-v 
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trode, and establishing an electrical ileld be 
tween one of the electrodes .and a grounded 

' shield, the other of the electrodes remaining un 
shielded. 

7. A method oi' producing ions, substantially 
free from ozone, in respiratory air, which com 
prises utilizing a. source of high potential current, 
feeding said current to a. plurality of pointed 
electrodes connected to both terminals of said 
source to produce a high intensity electrical iield 
about said electrodes, passing respiratory air 
through said nelcl, whereby it will be ionized, and 
shielding only one of said electrodes whereby 
positive and negative ions will be produced by 
said electrodes in desired ratio. 

8. A combination of apparatus for producing 
ions, substantially free from ozone, in respiratory 
air, comprising a source of high potential cur 
rent, a first pointed electrode connected to a iìrst 
terminal of said source, a second pointed elec 
trode connected to a second terminal of said 
source, and a grounded shielding means posi 
tioned adjacent one of said electrodes, said shield 
ing means being a substantial distance from said 
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second electrode whereby positive and negatiw 
ions will be produced by said electrodes in desirel 
ratio and whereby no substantial discharge oc 
curs between said second electrode and sail 
shielding means. 

9. A method of producing ions, substantiall: 
free from ozone, in respiratory air, which com 
prises utilizing asource of high potential currexr` 
of the order of 8500 volts and greater, feedim 
said current to a needle pointed electrode_con 
nected to a selected terminal of said source t( 
produce a high intensity electrical ñeid aboui 
said electrode without producing ozone, passim 
respiratory air through said field whereby it wilï 
be ionized and connecting the other terminal o1 
said source to ground, whereby ions substantially 
exclusively of -the selected polarity will be pro 
duced, the sharpness of the pointed electrode be 
ing suiiìcient to preventthe formation of ozone, 
the intensity of the electrical iield between the 
electrode and ground being below that required 
to cause substantial discharge between them. 

C ONSTANTIN P. YAGLOU. 


